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A substitute for human blood?

Looker D, Abbott-Brown D, Cozart P, Durfee S,
Hoffman S, Mathews AJ, Miller-Roehrich J, Shoemaker
S, Trimble S, Fermi G, Komiyama NH, Nagai K, Stelter
GL. (Somatogen Inc., Boulder, Colorado, USA and
MRC Laboratory of Molecular Biology, Hills Road,
Cambridge, UK.) A human recombinant haemoglobin
designed for use as a blood substitute. Nature 1992;
356:258-60.

SUMMARY
The need for a substitute for human blood has been felt ever
since transfusion became an established therapeutic procedure.
Research in this area has gained urgency in view of the aware-
ness of the spread of pathogens through infected blood. Earlier
work concentrated on the development of organic compounds
as oxygen carriers, but using recombinant DN.A .technolo~y, it
was possible to synthesize human haemoglobin m E. coil a~d
yeast in amounts sufficient for therapy. However, haemoglobin
in solution differs from that in the red blood cells. Also the
tetramer «(l2~2) of haemoglobin in solution dissociates into (l and
.~dimers which are cleared by renal filtration resulting in long
term kidney damage. This paper describes the manipulation ~f
cloned globin genes so that the oxygen binding properties of th.ls
haemoglobin in solution approach that of natural haemoglobin
in the red blood cells. This marks an important step in the forma-
tion of a substitute for human blood.

COMMENT
Haemoglobin (Hb) is a tetramer of two 11 and tw.o~ sub-
units. These are held together by non-covalent linkages.
The interaction of these four subunits is mainly responsible
for properties such as cooperativity and the Bohr effect.
These properties make haemoglobin remarkably respon-
sive to the pO, and pCOz in the micro-environment, so
much so that Max Perutz, who did pioneering work on the
structure-activity relationship of haemoglobin, called it a
molecular lung. The four subunits of haemoglobin
enclose a cleft where 2-3 bisphosphoglycerate (2-3BPG)
can bind on the basis of its negative charges. This reduces
the affinity of haemoglobin for oxygen which is important
for oxygen delivery-if the oxygen mole~ule wer~ h~ld
too tightly it would never bereleased in the tIss~e capillaries
under the normally prevailing paz. 2-3 BPG IS produced
in the red blood cells in high concentrations, as an
offshoot of glycolysis. It is no accident that haemoglob~n
is located inside the red blood cells. If haemoglobin
was circulating in solution it would not have adequate
2-3 BPG in its surroundings and the peripheral tissues
would starve of oxygen even if the saturation of haemo-

globin approached 100%. When haemoglobin solution is
used as a blood substitute it has precisely this drawback.
Another problem with haemoglobin administration is its
dissociation into eand ~ dimers. These are rapidly cleared
by renal filtration, reducing the half-life of the protein.
Renal filtration of the dimer also results in long term
kidney damage.
The investigators overcame this problem by creating an

altered haemoglobin molecule. The problem of dimeriza-
tion was overcome by fusing two genes for the 11 chain in
tandem so that an IXZ dimer is produced. A single glycine
was incorporated between the carboxy terminal of the
first Gt chain and the amino terminal of the second. A
~.chain can bind to each of the fused 11 chains, thus-main-
taining a stable tetra mer , which is not filtered out by the
kidney. Oxygen affinity of the novel Hb was reduce.d.by
introducing a mutation on asparagine at the 108 position
in the ~ chain and converting it to lysine. This mutation
reduces the oxgen affinity and slightly increases the Bohr
effect (decrease of oxygen affinity in an acidic mi~ro-
environment). The same mutation occurs naturally 10 a
mutant haemoglobin (Hb Presbyterian). The oxygen
binding properties of Hb Presbyterian provided a
guideline for these experiments. Thus, th~ a~tificial Hb
(called rHb 1.1), in solution, has oxygen b1Od1Ogcharac-
teristics similar to that of Hb A within red blood cells and
should thus be able to act as a substitute. rHb 1.1 can be
expressed in high amounts in E. coli (5-10% of total
cellular protein). This will provide a ready source of the
material for future use.
While it will take some time for blood substitutes to be

available for patient care, this approach demonstra~es
the possibility of a solution to a knotty problem. Indian
hospitals have to face a perpetual shortage o.fvoluntary
donors, forcing many to take recourse to pnvate bl~od
banks. Most blood banks do not have reliable testmg
facilities for the hepatitis B and human immunodeficiency
virus (HIV). Even partial substitution of blood by such
artificial products will be useful in patient care.
The origins of this research go back to the 1950s

when the synthesis of concepts of physics and chemistry
transformed biology from a descriptive and phenomenol-
ogy oriented science to a more quantitative and rigorous
discipline. The pioneering studies of John Kendrew and
Max Perutz on myoglobin and haemoglobin started off
research on protein structure-activity relationships.
Haemoglobin is perhaps the best studied protein today.
No wonder we can tinker with it to our advantage.
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